CALL FOR PAPERS
The International Association for Research on Pottery of the Hellenistic Period (IARPotHP)
announces its

3rd CONFERENCE
EXPLORING THE NEIGHBORHOOD:
THE ROLE OF CERAMICS IN UNDERSTANDING PLACE
IN THE HELLENISTIC WORLD
KAŠTELA-CROATIA, 1st-4th of JUNE 2017
One key feature of the Hellenistic world is its cosmopolitan nature that was created by
decades of interaction between peoples from different regions with distinctive cultural
backgrounds. In this era of ever-increasing connectivity, at both regional and inter-regional
levels, material culture can reflect the movement of people who took with them their own
identities and attitudes. In many cases, these features were either retained or melded with
local traditions into unique regional forms within the Hellenistic koine. Since ceramic shapes
may be related to particular cultural activities and wares may be connected to certain regions,
research on ceramic types and their distributions over a wide geographical area can reveal the
behavior and movement of those who created and/or consumed them. We invite papers that
focus on pottery studies and offer illuminating perspectives on these complex phenomena
throughout the Hellenistic Mediterranean and beyond. As archaeometric methods are
invaluable tools in the quest to reconstruct the dynamic past, we especially encourage the
submission of papers that incorporate scientific techniques.
In general, we would like participants to explore some of the following questions:
 how may we relate the personal mobility to broader changes in society and culture?
 what was the impact of the newly globalised economy on the processes of integration
and acculturation in different communities?
 how can archaeometric analyses help us evaluate people's movements, daily behaviors
and activities, and changing customs?

If you wish to attend or present a short paper or a poster at the conference, please send a
completed registration form and a short abstract (max. 1 DIN A4-page) in English, French,
German or Italian by August 31, 2016, to:
conf3@iarpothp.org
Further information on the conference and a registration form are available on our homepage:
http://www.iarpothp.org/conferences_en_3.html
Seat: Würzburg – Registration No: VR 200597
Address: c/o Dr. Zoi Kotitsa, Friedrich-Spee Str. 23, 97072 Würzburg, Germany

